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ABSTRACT

The movement of people into and out of
South Africa has a long history. This flow of
people through the borders of our country is
a current, and future, reality that both political
and civil society actors have a responsibility
to respond to in ways which strengthen
economic and social inclusivity. Since the
pressure of inflows of people is mostly felt in
urban environments, cities are increasingly
looked to as places of innovation for political
and social strategies to engage with migrancy.
There are an increasing number of cities
worldwide which have managed to leverage
migrant inflows in ways that boost their local
economies, and build social inclusion. Durban
receives a large number of migrants each year,
both internal and external. At present the city
of Durban has no formal policy framework
that addresses migration and inclusion in
the city. To date there have been limited city
programs to address ideas of inclusion around
migrancy. Durban more recently made media
headlines for the violent xenophobia attacks
in the city centre and surrounding areas. This
report draws on research data and dialogue
sessions with a broad range of stakeholders. It
aims to outline a more proactive and positive
way forward by which Durban as a city may
develop innovative inclusive strategies around
migration, which may also be of interest to
many other cities worldwide.
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INTRODUCTION:
AIMS OF THE PROJECT

This report is the product of a collaborative
partnership between two civil society
organisations, the Democracy Development
Programme (DDP) and the African Solidarity
Network (ASONET), and the Urban Futures
Centre (UFC), a research unit within at the
Durban University of Technology (DUT).
The main aim was to develop a network of
partners who could inform a city-led response
to migration in Durban that focused on social
inclusion, integration and participation. The
project was co-designed by the partners to
facilitate a critical discussion with relevant
stakeholders on the challenges of developing a
responsive and inclusive policy framework on
migrancy, and against xenophobia, in the city.
The city of Durban has no formal policy
framework directly addressing migration.
Given the recent violence within the city
against people perceived as ‘foreign’, it was
deemed appropriate to start a more critical
participatory dialogue on what sort of policy
frameworks and programmes would ensure a
better, and more just, urban existence for all
its residents. The lived experiences of women
migrants in the city provided the context. The
project team purposefully used a gendered
lens through the collection of oral histories
of migrant women arriving and living in the
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city. This included both women coming from
African countries outside of South Africa, as
well as South African women who undertook
internal migration from rural areas into the
city. These were used as the starting point for
reflective conversations and dialogues with
diverse community and local government
stakeholders, and migrants themselves. The
aim was to address the intersecting axes
of power and discrimination which women
experience in the city. The participative and
inclusive project methodology was designed
to avoid the traditional top-down approach to
discussions of policy and government.
The project also contained a multi-tiered
educational and awareness component that
set out to reach a wider public audience
and actively work at shifting prejudiced and
xenophobic sentiment towards migrants
and those seen as ‘foreign’. In particular,
this aspect of the project aimed to explore
differences and commonalities in ways that
broadened empathy around migration in the
city. The oral histories in this project were
scripted into a theatre production, entitled The
Last Country. This was performed in various
traditional theatre and community venues,
reaching over 750 audience members. It was
also developed into drama and talk show
pieces for community radio shows.

MIGRATION AS A GLOBAL
PHENOMENON

Migration is a long-established phenomenon
globally. Indeed the history of humanity is one
of people moving by land and sea from one
part of the world to another. Since the 15th
century larger scale migration has often
been an expression of power, domination
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and oppression, such as through transatlantic
slavery and colonialism. The contemporary
movement of people between geographic
locations, today commonly called migration,
increased exponentially from the 19th century.
Migratory movements saw Jews fleeing
pogroms in Russia, Irish fleeing famine, and
millions of Europeans leaving in search of a
better life in America. Latin America, Asia and
Africa were also caught up in this period of
migration, through both internal migration
on the continents and through European
settlement and colonialism. The simultaneous
rise of nationalism and the creation of nationstates throughout the 19th and 20th centuries
has intimately tied ideas of belonging and
citizenship with very specific geographic
terrains. Consequently, migration in the
age of politically-bounded nation-states
has taken on new symbolic meanings and
material experiences.
Migration is currently very much in the news.
There are daily reports of the movement of
people usually fleeing conflict and poverty
– from one continent to another, as in the
migrant ‘crisis’ in Europe; from one country
to another, as with the Rohingya moving
from Myanmar to Bangladesh; or of people
internally displaced within their country, as in
the conflict in the DRC. A decade or two ago
migration was seen as offering economic value
through increasingly the host countries skills
base and assisting to meet labour demands.
More recently, however, in many parts of the
world migration is portrayed as a crisis, an
uncontrollable social problem for the ‘host’
country (Antonsich, Mavroudi and Mihelj 2016).
The fear of a ‘flood’ of immigrants into a
‘stable’ nation state has elicited some extreme
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conservative responses - Donald Trump’s
idea of a physical wall around the southern
USA border to ‘keep out’ Mexican and other
migrants is one such example.
Humans migrate for diverse reasons, and
around the world migrants come from vastly
different backgrounds. Yet this diversity does
little to disrupt stereotypes that forcibly unite
them in their identity as ‘foreigners’. The
interplay between global and local creates
a discourse that presents migrants as an
undifferentiated mass. This homogenisation in
turn provides justification for both legislated
and informal discrimination. All over the world,
sensationalist commentary from the media
and some politicians position migrants as
dangerous ‘others’. This in turn serves a variety
of agendas within the nation-state.
For example, when citizens start to lose
faith in their state’s ability to provide equal
services and welfare, blaming the ‘foreign’
outsider can be a useful political tool to plaster
over these internal fractures (Klotz, 2000).
Xenophobia may in fact indicate a misplaced
fear and distrust of the state’s ability to create
a harmonious society. Bourdieu, for example,
explains that xenophobic discourse in many
countries works to “generate hatred out of
the misfortunes of society – unemployment,
delinquency, drug abuse, etc.” (1998:16). Here
local and global systems of privilege and
power combine to create deep inequalities
between citizens within states.
Discrimination against people viewed as not
belonging to ‘the nation’ also has little to do
with legal citizenship. Robert Castel shows,
in the French case, how for children and
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grandchildren of North African immigrants
who are born in France, their “foreign origins
have not been erased” (2013:15). These
citizens experience “differential management”
through a myriad of exclusionary experiences
when interacting with government officials or
attempting to access services and jobs (ibid).
Citizenship then is not a de facto guarantee
of inclusion in the nation state. Similarly, the
highly mobile middle to upper class migrants
are usually exempt from exclusion, as their
class status and global social capital enables
them to integrate into similar class positions
in many different countries. Indeed, many
immigration policies world-wide are geared
towards attracting, rather than expelling, those
migrants who already hold high net wealth
and/or global skills in high demand.
The inherent tensions around migration in
contemporary times arise from two opposing
forces, roughly conceptualized as globalisation
on the one hand, and the idea of the nationstate on the other. Globalisation symbolizes
the increasing movement of goods, capital and
people around the world. Here the flows of
material goods, ideas and media images prove
powerful influences on people’s sense of self,
a type of global experience - albeit one that
is heavily mediated by local context. In an age
when visual, text and audio files are borderless
“it is becoming more and more common for
people to imagine travelling from their countries
and settling in places that are not their ‘home’”
(Kihato 2007: 262). As Klotz states, this “flow
of people across borders, generated by diverse
strategic, economic and cultural pressures,
challenges the integrity of states as territorial
authorities” (2000:833). In the political context
of nation states, migration requires careful
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The Last Country

by Neil Coppen and Mpume Mthombeni
from Empatheatre
The Last Country is an immersive theatre production that
sensitively adapts the stories of the oral histories collected in the
project into a thought provoking script. Through the stories of
Ofrah from the DRC, MaThwala from Ndwedwe in KwaZulu-Natal,
Aamiina from Somalia, and Aneni from Zimbabwe, the audience
intimately listens to experiences of leaving home and arriving
in Durban, where the women find various strategies in which to
remake a sense of belonging. This intimate theatre experience
seats both actresses and audience together in a large circle, where
the actors connect personally with the audience.
•
•
•

•

To date 16 performances have been held in both traditional 		
theatres and in community halls, including Central and North 		
Durban, KwaMashu and Umlazi.
Approximately 750 people have watched The Last Country.
The audience members include the general public, students, 		
city officials, Non-Government Organisations (NGOs) and 		
Faith-Based Organisations (FBOs), refugees, asylum seekers 		
and hostel residents .
Performances are free of charge and followed by a
facilitated discussion.

After each performance, audience members have spoken
powerfully about how they now perceive migration into Durban as
part of their own South African story, particularly through seeing
how MaThwala’s story resonates with that of the other women.

management of both people and ideas in order
to plan and design state services, practices,
policies and a national identity.
The complexities of migration directly
challenge the bureaucratic apparatus and
planning processes of the state, especially
when some migrants may be invisible and
undocumented. Historical examples, such
as those of the former Soviet Union (Light,
2012), and of South Africa under apartheid,
show us that attempts to gain complete
regulation over undocumented migrants were
impossible, and in both cases were the mark of
authoritarian states where human rights were
routinely abused. Modern capitalist economies
require free movement of skills. The strict and
punitive regulation and control over movement
across borders ultimately threatens the civil
rights of all, citizens and non-citizens alike.
Indeed, national responses to migration are
fundamentally questions of what it means to
be human in a specific part of the world.
How states engage with migration raises
challenges for the universal ideals of equality
and human rights. Nira Yuval-Davis (cited
in Antonsich, Mavroudi and Mihelj 2016:6)
captures this succinctly when she says:
“The project of inclusive nationalism is virtually
impossible to construct on full egalitarian
basis, which does not mean, however, that it is
not a worthwhile goal to aspire to and engage
in. The issue is how to build inclusive convivial
national solidarity as a normative aspiration
and as a social and political process in practice
which would take into account differential
social, political and economic power
relations and would encompass the situated
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intersectional gazes of as many segments of
society as possible.”
Whilst Yuval-Davis is for the most part writing
in the European context, her comments are
equally pertinent for countries in the South.
The majority of migration movement today is
from one country in the South to another. In
2015, the United Nations High Commissioner
for Refugees (UNHCR) reported that 86% of
the world’s refugees are hosted in developing
countries (2015). Yet despite this “most
empirical migration research and the theories
that such research has produced are based
on South–North movement” (Nawyn 2016:81).
There is evidence that points to the value of
a more general analysis between countries
regardless of geographies. For example,
countries in the South may, like their Northern
counterparts, “jealously guard” their borders,
and their “perceived right” to define who
may or may not enter and stay inside these
(Crush and Dodson, 2007:449). However,
contextualizing migration within the national
social and economic context of the host
country is pivotal to designing responsive
inclusive strategies.

MIGRATION IN
SOUTH AFRICA
Waves of migration have shaped the
history of South Africa, albeit in profoundly
different ways. Pre-colonial migrations saw
Bantu-speaking agriculturalists populate
large portions of what is now South Africa,
competing and co-existing with the indigenous
hunter-gathering San and Khoikhoi herders.
Imperial powers competed to establish the
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Audience Responses
to The Last Country
The Last Country has been very successfully received; with
emotive and empathetic responses from the audience on how the
performance has shifted their thinking around migration in the city.
Member of the public after watching The Last Country:
“The show needs to go to people like me, I am a young Zulu black
man…so ja…but with this set up, with this story, I know this story
that is where I come from [talking about the South African Ma
Thwala’s character]. So, seeing how this links to that, and that, and
that, it just did something to me, it hit home! Right now I literally
feel like walking out onto the street and at least smiling at someone
in that attire [pointing to the actress playing Amina in her Somalian
dress], because before when I saw someone like that it is like they
don’t even exist, so ja, well done guys” (23/11/17 Performance 2).
Raymond Perrier head of the Denis Hurley Centre after watching
The Last Country:
“I work in this environment all the time and yet to hear these stories
and to hear them so powerfully you realize how many stories there
are that we don’t hear, and also I have to commend again the
extraordinary power of theatre to cross over barriers and to help us
to connect with other human beings, so many thanks to all involved
in this.”
“Astonishing, moving and profoundly brilliant…in a country in-which
we are increasingly wary of people who are different from ourselves,
it is vital to be invited to experience other realities, so that what is
perhaps scary and strange can become familiar and less-intimidating.
It is only when we realise the enormity of the threads which bind us,
can we begin to empathise, share and heal together”
The Mercury Newspaper review, February 2018.

Cape as a supply centre for trade routes
throughout the 18th Century, attracting
migrants from Europe for diverse reasons.
In the 19th century, migration was purposefully
implemented by colonial administrators.
Indentured labour from India was imported
to work on colonial Natal’s sugar plantations,
Chinese labour was employed on the gold
mines, and a migrant labour system using
closed compounds was initiated in Kimberley
and then generalized as a means to provide
cheap and controlled labour to the mines,
drawn from the entire region (Delius, 2017).
The conditions of the migrants under such
systems were akin to forms of bondage.
Indentured workers were not free to leave their
place of employment, and migrant workers
recruited from the Southern African region
were forced to leave their families at home
and to live in compounds designed to control
movement. The labour regimes were harsh in
the extreme, the social environment hostile,
and colonial racism the justificatory ideology
of domination.
Racial segregation and exploitation structures
developed under colonial rule continued
under the apartheid regime’s modernising
system of racial capitalism. The creation of a
large black migrant labour force that serviced
the developing segregated cities and towns,
radically shaped the urban landscape and
rural-urban networks. The legacy of this
unequal development remains a challenge
in relation to spatial justice today in South
Africa. In addition, the historic pull of South
Africa’s urban job market continues to attract
both foreign and domestic migrants in search
of better economic and social opportunities.
Since the arrival of democracy in 1994, there
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has also been an influx of migrants from
African countries beyond the Southern African
region (Kihato, 2007).
Under apartheid, and up until 1986, all
immigrants “had to be ‘assimilable’ by the
white population” (Crush and Dodson,
2007:440). The Aliens Control Act of 1991 was
one of the last legislative acts to be passed
before the demise of apartheid. South African
responses to immigration after this have
closely followed the global trends discussed
earlier (Klotz, 2000), with some important
local specificities. In 1995 there was an
effort by the Southern African Development
Community (SADC) to adopt a draft protocol
on the Free Movement of Persons in the
community. However, as Oucho and Crush
illustrate, these efforts were largely blocked
by South Africa, whose lack of support for
the protocol was “based more on a powerful
anti-immigrationist discourse than any
systematic analysis of the merits and demerits
of the Gaborone proposals for free or freer
movement within the SADC” (2001: 140). A
further revision of this protocol in 1998, named
the Draft Protocol on the Facilitation of
Movement of Persons, faced objections from
Namibia, Botswana and South Africa, and
ultimately was not adopted (ibid).
Whilst the SADC protocols failed, South
Africa did adopt three separate immigration
amnesties during this time. The first in 1995,
based on certain criteria, gave permanent
residency to SADC contract mineworkers
who had been in the country for more than
10 years. The second in 1996, gave amnesty
to undocumented SADC immigrants who had
lived in the country for more than 5 years.
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And the third was offered to refugees from
Mozambique who had entered the country
before 1992 and continued to live in South
Africa. This last amnesty was announced in
1997 but it was only implemented in 2000.
In 2002, the Aliens Control Act of 1991 was
finally repealed and replaced with a new
Immigration Act, which came into force in
2005 (Oucho and Crush, 2001). This act, and its
amendments, had some laudable aspects, such
as South Africa’s insistence on local integration
and protection programs rather than building
specific camps for refugees (Landau et al.,
2016). Separate camps for new arrivals are the
standard practice of many countries in Africa
and elsewhere, where the camps are run by the
UNHCR in conjunction with the government.
Refugees arriving in South Africa are required to
register with reception centres and thereafter to
integrate themselves into the local community.
The intention of the policy is progressive,
as it aims at avoiding the common situation
elsewhere, where refugees find themselves living
in camps, sometimes for generations. However,
the effects of implementation have been flawed,
as no government support is provided to new
arrivals to assist them with finding housing,
or any means to initially support themselves
and their families. In many ways, this ideal of
integration and a certain freedom of movement
for refugees is a more humane approach than
isolated camps, but South Africa also attracts
a high level of individual asylum claims due to
this (ibid). The policy shifts in the new legislation
primarily moved away from the previous strict
barriers to entry for all migrants, and adopted
an economic selection model, where barriers
to entry are lowered for migrants with specific
government-identified scarce skills.
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Similarly, the 2016 Green Paper on International
Migration in South Africa overtly indicates
immigrant selection criteria as being about
skill sets linked to productivity and perceived
economic growth areas (Department of Home
Affairs, 2016). Post-apartheid, it is critical to
recognize not just the local factors influencing
ideas of national identity, but how these internal
factors interact with international markets,
institutions and discourses of nationhood (Klotz,
2000). As Sally Peberdy states “immigrant
selection may be tied overtly to criteria of
productivity, class, wealth, and skills of potential
immigrants, but the process of selection conveys
powerful ideas about the self-image of the
destination state, race, national identity, and the
stereotyping of non-nationals and their places of
origin” (2001:16).
As stated earlier, the discourse around
‘foreigners’ or ‘amakwerekwere’ (a local
derogatory term) in South Africa makes no
distinction between permanent (immigrants)
and temporary migrants, nor between migrants
and refugees (Peberdy, 2001 and Klotz 2000).
Popular anti-foreigner discourse is supported by
various government officials’ public comments
on immigrants, some of which are openly
xenophobic (Peberdy 2001). This gives popular
discriminatory talk and behaviour against
people viewed as ‘foreigners’ official legitimacy
and “reveal[s] the way in which ‘official’ and
‘popular’ exclusions cannot be separated from
one another but occur together” (Greenburg,
2010:68). ‘Foreigners’ in popular and official
‘talk’ are seen as increasing criminal activities
and taking jobs from South Africans, rather
than creating employment opportunities
or increasing the skill set in the country
(Peberdy, 2001).
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The homogenizing effects of these
discriminatory discourses erases not just
the diversity within this group, but also
many of the shared daily experiences
migrants have with South African citizens.
The homogenizing effects of these
discriminatory discourses erase not just the
diversity within this group, but also many of
the shared daily experiences migrants have
with South African citizens. Conditions for
many migrants in South African cities are less
than ideal, “sometimes worse than the home
country – limited economic opportunities,
difficult to access services and overcrowding
in houses”, as well as being victims of crime
(Kihato, 2007:265). These social and economic
hardships are shared by many South African
citizens living in urban environments. As
Landau et al remind us, in relation to people
who are classified as refugees, or displaced
people, they are also parents, traders, students,
clients, service providers, consumers, and
potential investors. As such, their daily lives
and economic impact on cities are shaped by
policies and practices that intersect with, but
are not framed by, protection or migration
concerns. Questions of public order policing,
registration of new businesses, access to bank
accounts, and regulations surrounding housing
and health care (including physical and
psychological care for gender-based violence)
are often far more important than immigration
or asylum policy in determining individual
outcomes. Legal protection remains important,
but local governance and service delivery
practices may matter more on a day-to-day
basis (2016).
As early as 1998 the United Nations Special
Rapporteur on Contemporary Forms of
Racism, Racial Discrimination, Xenophobia
and Related Intolerance, on his South African
visit, warned of brewing trouble around
xenophobia and immigration laws in the
country (E/CN.4/1999/15/Add.1, 1999). In South
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Africa this manifested into violent attacks
on ‘foreigners’, both sporadic and organised.
In 2008, violence against ‘foreigners’ from
other African countries erupted around the
country, resulting in physical attacks, murders,
looting of foreign owned businesses and a
large displacement of people into temporary
camps (Hassim, Kupe, and Worby 2008). The
number of people displaced over this period
is estimated at around 100 000, and at least
60 people died during the violence (Crush and
Tawodzera, 2014). Threatening anti-foreigner
rumblings continued, and in April 2015, there
was a large-scale resurgence of violent attacks
in and around the city of Durban, which then
spread to other parts of the country. These
attacks were in the majority aimed at people
seen as belonging to other African countries the legal status of people appeared irrelevant
when identifying, and then terrorizing,
victims. People targeted as ‘foreign’ also
came from neighbouring countries such as
Zimbabwe and Mozambique (many of whom
are now permanent residents or citizens),
and even South Africans who, according to
the attacker, do not ‘sound’ or ‘look’ like they
come from Durban. In the 2015 attacks, for
the first time, Pakistani and Bangladeshi shop
owners in Durban were also threatened. These
incidents are not easily explained. There is
an undeniable xenophobic aspect to these
actions, but the fact that the overwhelming
majority of those targeted are black Africans
have led some commentators to term the
attacks a form of “Afrophobia” (Matsinhe, 2011;
Mngxitama, 2008).
More probable a reason why this prejudicial
discourse emerges is the very particular
historical contestation around South Africa’s
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idea of itself as a nation. As elsewhere, the
project of nation-building here, a recent and
urgent imperative given the change of regime,
has been caught up in defining the “outsider”;
most recently ‘foreigners’, from the rest of
Africa. That African ‘foreigners’ are designated
as the “dangerous other”, to use the title of
Lianos’ 2013 collection on social cohesion and
fragmentation, is deeply concerning given
South Africa’s move into democracy and away
from its notorious racist past. Whilst racism is
no longer legislated, democratic South Africa
has a continued emphasis on different social,
cultural and even moral spheres associated
with spatial geographies and categories of
people. Indeed, the ways in which foreign
black Africans are superficially identified has
disturbing consistencies with the apartheid
past (Peberdy, 2001). In what Greenburg has
called the ‘new pencil test’ physical features
such as skin colour and scarification, as well
as language ability and accent, act as markers
of difference (2010). South Africa’s history of
spatial segregation continues to link questions
of social identity with ideas of who belongs in
which geographic spaces (Dixon and Durrheim
2000). Indeed, apartheid’s heavy regulatory
controls on people’s everyday mobility through
using social categories of race and ethnicity
have, as Landau astutely notes, “helped
entrench and naturalize a system of social
division and a demonization of unfettered
movement and social mixing” (2014:296).
Some scholars attribute the attacks in South
Africa to a process of “relative deprivation”
(Tshitereke, 1999). Relative deprivation
theory assumes that “a person’s or group’s
satisfaction is not related to their objective
circumstances but, rather, to their condition
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relative to other persons or groups” (Dambrun
et al.,2007:1032). Dambrun et al explain
further that “in terms of prejudice, relative
deprivation theory postulates that unfavorable
comparisons (the cognitive component of
relative deprivation) can generate feelings
of deprivation (the affective component of
relative deprivation) that motivate outgroup
hostility” (ibid). In the South African case,
it is argued that discrimination against
migrants indicates concerns around an
economic downturn amongst South Africans
(ibid:1043). Certainly many service delivery
protests, a loose word for protests about
poor government services and programmes,
often have within them groups voicing antiforeigner sentiments (Pernegger, 2015). South
Africa’s gross social and economic inequalities
offers fertile ground for the dark side of
nation building. While some of the attacks
undoubtedly contain a form of class violence,
fuelled by deeply embedded myths around
competition for economic resources, this is an
aspect that requires further exploration.

GOVERNMENT RESPONSES
TO DISCRIMINATION AND
XENOPHOBIC ATTACKS

Whilst it is critically important to examine the
causes and variables driving these attacks, it is
also worth addressing government responses.
Government responses at all levels to the issue
of overt and subtle anti-foreigner sentiments,
and actions, have been insufficient. In large
part, responses have been limited to symbolic
condemnation of these attacks and appeals
to inclusivity and African solidarity (Peberdy,
2001). Yet on the ground there has been very
little change in attitude from government
officials - no real attempt to revise immigration
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Being Better off,
and Broken Dreams
“Well, it’s like the stories we hear of people overseas. I came
with the idea that South Africa is also overseas, just like Europe,
where people are studying part-time…Here, in this developed
African country.” (Yomella from the DRC, March 2017)
Stories of arriving and living in Durban are complex. One
reoccurring theme is how many migrants feel disillusioned by
their experiences in South Africa. Many have been sold a myth
of South Africa as a rainbow nation and a land of opportunity.
The reality is very different on arrival. Migrants discover the
many social and economic fractures that exist in South Africa,
including how they too are “othered” and seen as a source of
tension. In addition, economic opportunities are nowhere near
as abundant as imagined.
“Right now, if I compare where I was when I first came to where
I am now, I can see that my life is better. I can see that I fought
many battles. I have encountered so many problems, but I am
living a better life than when I came.” (Faith from Zimbabwe,
Feb 2017)
Yet, despite this broken dream and the hard fight to make
this city something called home, at least for the time being,
there is evidence that some migrants feel that their lives are
better off here in Durban than in their home countries. Indeed,
this is a phenomenon shared by South African migrants into
cities. In a recent Human Sciences Research Council (HSRC)
study, the data showed how rural migrants quality of life does
appear to improve after moving to the city. Given this finding,
Visagie and Turok then suggest “The question is not how to
curb the growth of cities but how best to harness the energy
and productive potential of intense human interaction in
concentrated populations”.*
*https://mg.co.za/article/2018-04-26-00-rural-migrants-betteroff-in cities#.WunqpfRYeA8.facebook?platform=hootsuite

policies, create consistent platforms for
social cohesion or generate civic education
campaigns that nurture a culture of inclusion.
Even after the overt violence going back
to 2008/2009 there are still no responsive
local policy frameworks or proactive longterm educational and awareness campaigns.
At most the responses have been symbolic
marches and day-long sports events that gain
some media traction.
Agents of the state play a role in issues of
migration far beyond just a policing and
monitoring role. They are often complicit in
border crossings and document falsification
through accepting illegal payments (Amit,
2015; Gebre, Maharaj & Pillay, 2011). So, while
the state sets the parameters of legal entry
into the country, it is also “implicated in this
extra-legality” (Kihato, 2007: 263). Of more
concern is that when the state does enforce
policing there have been incidences of violence
and human rights abuse against migrants (ibid
and see Crush and Dodson 2007). African
migrants are often targeted through state-led
operations that raid areas known to have large
migrant populations (Peberdy, 2001).
Migration into and out of a country also
puts pressure on the state in relation to
strategic planning for infrastructure and
services requirements. Planning of this kind
requires fairly accurate statistics on urban
populations, but measuring urban migration
and population flux is a difficult task. Due to
the “clandestine and often unofficial nature
of cross-border migration on the continent,
it is extremely difficult to corroborate the
figures and quantify cross-border migration
with precision” (Kihato, 2007:263). Large
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sections of South Africa’s 7,000-kilometer land
border remain unguarded (Peberdy, 2001),
although border policing has substantially
increased recently, making undocumented
border crossing precarious but fairly common.
In addition, some migrants obtain false
documentation once in the country, or overstay their permits, compounding difficulties of
quantifying migrant numbers (ibid). In these
circumstances, accurate claims of immigration
figures are dubious. South African research
has suffered from problematic data collection
methods which produced overestimated
figures. This means that statistics on migrant
populations are unreliable at best, and at
worse inflated (Crush and Dodson, 2007).
Indeed, the continuing lack of reliable data
collected on diverse categories of migrants
makes possible only the “crudest estimates
of these diverse and dynamic populations”
(Landau et al, 2016:6). Unfortunately, inflated
figures, repeated frequently in the media and
by politicians, legitimize the myth of a “country
under siege” and fuel antagonisms towards
people viewed as ‘foreign’ (Crush and Dodson,
2007:444; Klotz, 2000:838).
It is also at a city level that officials have
to grapple with the difficulty of planning
strategically within the context of inaccurate
statistics around migrancy and the movement
of people (Kihato, 2007). Migration has
developed into one of the major urban
challenges of the 21st Century. Cities
everywhere face the responsibility of rapidly
growing populations, often with insufficient
resources. Yet worldwide there has been a
slow response to systematic planning around
issues of migration and the displacement of
people (Landau et al, 2016). This is also the
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Increasingly cities, despite rather
exclusionary national approaches, have
attempted to work with the issue of
migration in far more productive ways.

case in South Africa, where rapid urbanisation
has drawn domestic and international migrants
to the possibilities of upward mobility and
access to services that cities offer. While laws
on migration and refugee status are governed
by national policy, as well as shaped by
international bodies, such as the UN treaties,
it is in the cities that the social and economic
costs and benefits to migration are most often
felt (Kihato, 2007).

CITIES AND MIGRATION

Cities, as the point of arrival, have to deal
with the demand for housing, health care and
education for children, as well as questions
relating to employment and the integration
of migrants as time goes on. Municipal
authorities are in the frontline, but often lack
the resources, the authority or the financing
from the central government to carry out
these functions. Despite these obstacles,
there is an increasing willingness by some city
administrators to accept that migration is a
‘new normal’, that it can never be eradicated,
nor is it socially or politically advisable or
desirable to allow the construction of exclusive
migrant enclaves within the broader city.
Immigration and refugee policy are developed
at national and international levels, and city
municipalities seldom see the possibilities of
setting policy frameworks around these issues
(Landau et al, 2016). While cities may not
be able to influence national policies per se
they are able to create responsive municipal
frameworks around inclusion and planning
in ways that mitigate tensions and conflict
for its denizens. Increasingly cities, despite
rather exclusionary national approaches, have
attempted to work with the issue of migration
in far more productive ways.
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The 100 Resilient Cities Network report
titled Global Migration: Resilient Cities at the
Forefront argues that, rather than resist this
new reality, cities must embrace it. As many
migrants cannot, or do not intend to, return
to their place of origin, municipal authorities
must start seeing their role as long-term, or
even permanent, hosts. If this is acknowledged
and plans are made to anticipate and respond
to the potential pressures of mass migration
on urban systems, the arrival and presence of
newcomers will be less likely to be perceived
as a threat. Mass migration can instead be
seen as an opportunity to improve a city’s
infrastructure, services, and governance
systems, as well as the response capacity of
its local communities (100 Resilient Cities
Network Programme, 2017).
A striking example of the above strategic
shift in city planning is that of Athens. Athens
in 2015 had to deal with the mass influx of
Syrian refugees at the same time that the
whole country’s economy was in crisis. It
approached migration as a key component
of urban planning. The city deliberately set
out to treat the arriving refugees with dignity,
and to make available public medical and
educational services. At the same time the
authorities were also careful not to disrupt the
city’s social cohesion and its daily rhythms.
The biggest challenge was how to absorb
refugees into the city and to integrate those
with skills who chose to stay. For Athens,
building urban resilience required disrupting
the ‘business as usual’ approach by looking at
city systems holistically and breaking down
traditional boundaries between agencies and
sectors to achieve the best, most efficient
solutions. One of the key outcomes of the
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experience was the demonstration of the
creativity of local governments and their
ability to achieve positive results when
national governments were either too remote
or too politically constrained. The city was
able to create opportunities arising out of
the challenges it faced (100 Resilient Cities
Network Programme, 2017). A useful example
of this is the development of an integrated
strategy around housing for refugees.
Typical shelter options that housed refugees
usually isolate these new arrivals making
learning language and friends in the host
country a challenge. Instead, in collaboration
with the Office of the United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees, the municipality
in Athens identified vacant apartments in city
neighbourhoods and created a programme
that changed these into rental subsidized
units for refugees in need. In tangent with a
social support system that offered pre-paid
cards that offered access to food, transport
and hygiene goods, this approach enabled
a more integrated adjustment for refugees
in the city. Interestingly this programme
also served as a benchmark for beginning
other socially mixed housing for existing
vulnerable populations in the city, such
as the unemployed and homeless. In this
example creative conversion of underutilised
vacant apartments served to build a more
integrated and socially cohesive city (100
Resilient Cities Network Programme, 2017).
It is possible to distil from the documented
experiences of the 100 Resilient Cities Report
some key pointers regarding city approaches
to migration. Firstly, there has been a mindshift from reactive strategies to a focus on
longer term possibilities, with migration
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factored in as a permanent part of the urban
landscape. Planning for key services and
infrastructure now builds in interventions
tailored to the needs of migrants, while at the
same time ensuring that the needs of other
residents, especially the most vulnerable,
are also optimized. Secondly, attention has
been given to a better coordination of efforts,
through the creation of municipal offices
dedicated to the integration of migrants,
and the incorporation of migration-related
issues into the city planning process. Thirdly,
there is a focus on gathering better data,
standardization of data capture, and wider
data sharing.
Lastly, there is a clear recognition that as
refugees and migrants arrive in cities with
low economic growth and limited resources,
tensions may increase and threaten social
cohesion. Cities are developing specific plans
to pre-empt or mitigate these tensions, and in
the process, creating an environment where
social cohesion can grow. The report argues
that this is done through “building compelling
narratives that emphasize common goals and
opportunities, and through programs that
foster regular interactions between new and
existing populations, creating greater bonds
and dispelling false stereotypes” (2017, 67).
Key to this approach is the reduction of “real
or perceived competition among natives
and newcomers”, especially with already
disadvantaged communities in the host country
(ibid). In order to achieve these goals, efforts
were directed towards leveraging public-private
partnerships, and improving coordination
with aid agencies, NGOs, businesses and local
organizations, to avoid duplication and to
maximize collective impact (ibid 75).
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Project Durban
Dialogue Sessions
July 2017 – February 2018

Public dialogue sessions were run by DDP and AOSNET
throughout the project. Four dialogue sessions, that
included migrants and South Africans, tackled various
issues in relation to migration and living in South Africa.
These were held in Umlazi, Isipingo, Folweni and a women’s
dialogue session at the Diakonia Centre in the city. In
addition, 6 facilitated discussion sessions, run by the UFC
and DDP, on the issues raised in The Last Country were
held with audiences after each performance. The use of
performance theatre as a catalyst for dialogue around
migration showed the power of creative methods in
communicating complex messages in ways that resonate
with ordinary citizens. These dialogue sessions were held at
the Durban University of Technology, with students at the
University of KwaZulu-Natal, Umlazi L section, Glenridge
church at the Durban Station, at Thokoza Hostel, and
in KwaMashu.

Migrant communities themselves form extensive
networks to assist people with accessing
housing, healthcare, documentation and work.
These networks are often linked into official
formal networks of power and resources within
government and business, albeit in informal ways.
There are some interesting and potentially
useful responses to migration coming from
cities in Europe, North America and the Middle
East which could provide some indicators as
to creative ways forward for South African
city authorities and planners. The differences
in contexts and resources need, however, to
be taken into account in the process: factors
such as the demographic composition of the
receiving cities and their social structure; their
resource base; local government capacities;
and the skill sets that the migrants bring with
them are some of these differences. When
evaluating the experiences outlined above and
their possible relevance for South African city
management, it might be useful to start with
the recognition that our cities are relatively
recent creations, and that most South Africans
living in cities today – of all shades, are
migrants in one form or another.
Especially since the ending of apartheid, no
single group should be able to claim exclusive
rights to the city. Historically, migrants have
built our cities, bringing with them their labour,
skills and experience. Their presence has
brought a demand for additional goods and
services, it has created employment, and it
has created the rich cultural mix which many
of our cities display. Our emerging democratic
and dynamic South African urban culture
remains fluid, and a work in progress given
the relative newness of our cities and their
manner of creation. Any discussion of the best
approaches to integrating migrants into our
broader urban society needs to start from the
specificities of the historical mix of culture,
class, ethnicity and religion which we find.
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AFRICAN AND SOUTH
AFRICAN CITIES AND
MIGRATION

Inclusive and participatory planning is still
not common practice in South African
cities, and usually takes the form of a public
meeting in which city officials present a preestablished plan. Indeed, South Africa’s legacy
of spatial segregation “leaves many lowincome households disconnected from the
existing redistributive and inclusive practices”
(Haferburg and Huchzermeyer, 2015:5),
regardless of citizenship or immigration status.
Migrant livelihood strategies to cope with
this disconnection create what Kihato calls
“alternative regimes that step in to provide
where the host state has failed” (2007:263).
These “extra-legal” networks are also present
in spaces such as hostels that attract South
African rural migrants to the city (for example
see Vearey 2010). Migrant communities
themselves form extensive networks to assist
people with accessing housing, healthcare,
documentation and work (see Kiwanuka,
Jinnah and Hartman-Pickerill, 2015:7). These
networks are often linked into official formal
networks of power and resources within
government and business, albeit in informal
ways. These “parallel centres of authority”
within local contexts are what “many
immigrants owe their existence [to], rather
than the state” (Kihato, 2007:272).
Finding extra-legal livelihood strategies is
not unique to migrants alone in South Africa.
Many municipal administrations are already
unable to meet the needs of their broad urban
constituencies. Landau et al in their report on
humanitarian efforts in relation to refugees
and migration, are correct in pointing out that
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in most African cities a lack of realisation of
human rights is common amongst the majority
of urban dwellers (2016). This poses difficult
questions for advocacy and activists working
in the immigration and refugee services, as
they fight for government resources which
already insufficiently service citizens of the
country. As Landau et al explain in relation to
targeting solutions at a city level;
“In an environment of widespread scarcity
and disillusionment with public performance
and service delivery, refugee-rights based
arguments or specialized programs oriented
toward refugees are likely to foster popular
resentment. Given the acute threats of violent
exclusion and harassment, organizations are
warned against regularly using judicial process
to “force” inclusion. That formal, legal rights
often translate poorly into practice further
limits the value of such an approach. As such,
advocates are advised to quietly capitalize
on existing programs and opportunities while
building solidarities with poor members of
the community facing similar challenges. By
working to improve ladders into housing, the
economy, and services for new urban arrivals
of all backgrounds, advocates may ultimately
be more effective in expanding the protection
space” (2016).
Poorly informed city-led strategies can,
however, exacerbate conflict, and in some
instances directly contradict constitutional
rights. Gastrow and Amit, in an extensive
research report based on Cape Town, show
how both city officials and civil society have
in at least 6 townships “brokered various
agreements to restrict Somali shops and prices
in an effort to alleviate tensions with South
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African shopkeepers” (2015). While these
efforts attempt to reduce conflict between
locals and ‘foreign’ business owners, there
are serious adverse consequences, not least
of which is undermining the Competition Act
in the country, which prohibits price fixing
and the exclusion of small businesses (ibid).
In addition, these agreements contravene
refugees’ right to work in South Africa. But
as Gastrow and Amit astutely point out,
these short-term city interventions may have
disastrous long-term effects for all small spaza
businesses. For example, placing the “focus on
restricting Somali trade rather than adapting
business practices to be more competitive
will make it harder in the long run for spaza
shops to remain competitive against increasing
competition by corporate supermarkets”
(2015:7), many of whom are rapidly entering
former township spaces.
There is also a risk that where open hostilities
exist towards ‘foreigners’, local level politicians
may capitalise on these to win favour with
their constituencies (Perneggar, 2015; Landau
et al, 2016). Already in 2006, the then newly
elected ward councillor of an inner city ward in
Durban stated in his first municipal publication
that he had a dual challenge in the area to
“curb crime in Albert Park and deal with the
influx of foreigners” (eZasegagasini Metro,
2006). Although South Africans and so called
‘foreigners’ in many situations lived together
as neighbours in this densely populated urban
space, xenophobia was a growing concern in
Albert Park. There was resentment by some
residents close to the ward councillor, who
themselves had no or very low incomes, about
the refugee social services being offered in
the Diakonia Centre in Albert Park (Erwin,
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Public Radio
Component
• The project partnered with Radio Khwezi to 		
produce 3 x 10 minute mini-dramas about the 		
experiences of foreign nationals in South Africa.
• In addition 3 x 60 minute talk-shows based on 		
the lessons learned from the dramas will be run on
the Saturday prime time show slot called Iso 		
lekhwezi (18h05 – 19h00).
• Radio Khwezi broadcasts in 2 frequencies in the 		
KwaZulu-Natal midlands and the upper north 		
coast areas of the KwaZulu-Natal province, 			
including Ladysmith, Bergville, Estcourt, 			
Tugela Ferry, Richmond, Eshowe, Nkandla, Ulundi, 		
parts of Pietermaritzburg, Mtunzini, Lower Tugela,
Salt Rock and Ballito.

When city officials act on issues of
migration and inclusion only as a response
to a crisis…the decisions and program put in
place may in the long-run create increased
antagonising and adverse effects.
2012). Despite this, during the 2008 violent
outbreaks there were no reported attacks in
the area. However, in July of 2008, the city
decided to forcibly remove migrants who had
camped in front of the City Hall requesting
protection and/or repatriation, to a temporary
camp in Albert Park’s large public park. Civil
society groupings and individuals offered
tents, food and clothing donations to the
people living in the camp. During this time
media reports focused on the camp but also
started to associate the crime in Albert Park
with ‘foreigners’ in the area. The number of
people living in the temporary camp started
to dwindle and in November 2008, the city
forcibly removed the last make-shift shelter in
the park (Schwarer and Mwelase, 2010).
The unintended consequences of the city’s
strategy of locating the camp in Albert Park
was dire. Firstly, the media reporting during
this period cemented in the public eye the
presence of ‘foreigners’ as being related to the
urban degeneration and high crime levels in
the area. Secondly, it fuelled the resentment
of South African residents in the area (Erwin,
2012). Watching the donations given to the
people living in the park, and comparing this
with the lack of assistance from the state
and civil society with their own struggles of
urban poverty, rapidly fuelled anti-foreigner
sentiments. In early January 2009, a group
of residents close to the ward councillor at
the time, mobilized a mob attack against
‘foreigners’ in the area (The Mercury, 6th
January, 2009). During this attack three men
were forced to jump out of the windows of
their flats to escape brutalities. Two died that
night and another was rushed to hospital in
a critical condition (Mail and Guardian, 7th
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January, 2009). The five accused of leading
the attack included the ward councillor and
members of the then Community Policing
Forum. When city officials act on issues of
migration and inclusion only as a response
to a crisis, in this case, as in that of the Cape
Town city and the Somali spaza owners, the
decisions and program put in place may in
the long-run create increased antagonism and
adverse effects.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT AND
NGO AND FBO RESPONSES
IN DURBAN

Unfortunately, the eThekwini municipality
continues to respond to issues of migration
only in a crisis situation, rather than develop
a consistent long term strategy on migration
for the city. For example, in 2015 when there
were outbreaks of violent attacks on those
viewed as ‘foreign’, the municipality added the
#ISayNoToXenophobia page on its website.
The page offered a few media statements
from the municipality, the first issued on the
9th April 2015, just after the first attacks
broke out, and the last on the 28th April,
once some form of calm had been restored
to the city. As argued earlier in the report,
the national and international terrain of policy
making around migrancy, coupled with the
provincial running of services that are most
usually associated with new arrivals; home
affairs, social development, healthcare and
education can side-line municipal officials.
Indeed, all the news articles referred to above
defer to provincial and national responses
to the violence rather than any city-led
programme. The city did help organise a Peace
March during this time in conjunction with the
Premier of KwaZulu-Natal.
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The highest profile response to the 2015
violent attacks in Durban came from the
provincial government. A special provincial
reference group was set up to investigate the
causes of the attacks, and make programmatic
and policy suggestions for provincial
government. After several months of inquiry,
the Special Reference Group on Migration
and Community Integration in KwaZulu-Natal
published its findings (2015). It identified a
complex mix of structural inequalities and
social divisions as causes of these conflicts,
as well as that institutional “deficiencies in
policy implementation contributed to the
dynamics underpinning the violent attacks”
(2015:3). Its recommended findings ranged
from national policy shifts and border
control to more specific dialogue initiatives
and support resources for organizations
working with refugee and immigration
rights. The majority of these suggestions
and recommendations are targeted at a
provincial government level, with little focus
on municipal structures and blockages.
In Durban, it is the NGO and FBO sector that
has offered a more consistent response to
migration in the city. It should also be noted
that the call to create spaces for dialogue has
been taken up by many of these organisations,
although it is not clear whether this is in direct
response to the special reference report, or
through their own initiative. For example, in
Durban the DDP and ASONET have held fairly
regular dialogue sessions with both migrants
and South Africans, as has the Diakonia Centre,
the Dennis Hurley Centre, the Civil Society
Organisation and the KZNCC (KwaZulu-Natal
Council of Churches), amongst others. Many
FBOs have also played a role in the provision
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of services to migrants and refugees, such as
those offered through the Refugee Pastoral
Care project at the Dennis Hurley Centre.
Apart from offering counselling and masses
in the languages of the refugees, a range
of pastoral services is provided through the
project. These include accommodation and
food, which is given to new arrivals and those
who have been in the country for less than
six months. Payment of rent is arranged for
vulnerable people (pending assessment). The
project arranges payment of school fees and
uniforms for refugee children whose parents
have been in the country for less than five
years, and supports orphaned refugee children
whose foster parents have been appointed
by the children’s court. The centre provides
free English and isiZulu language courses
to refugees in order to assist with their local
integration and employment opportunities.
Secular NGOs also provide critical services
for migrants in the city. Lawyers for Human
Rights has a Refugee and Migrant Rights
Programme, established in 1996, that
advocates for, strengthens and enforces
the rights of asylum-seekers, refugees and
other marginalised categories of migrants
in South Africa. Another example would
be Refugee Social Services (RSS). RSS is
a Not for Profit organization, registered in
2008, and is a social implementing partner
of the UNHCR. The organization provides a
range of services aimed at developing the
capacity of refugees to integrate socially
and gain independence. It also takes on
advocacy and lobbying in partnership with
refugees and other stakeholders, and actively
engages with research as a means to inform
and direct programs and policy. RSS runs
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a range of projects, including home-based
Educare programmes, vocational training
programmes, HIV/AIDS peer education, and
English and French language training. Many of
these programmes are dependent on funding
from agencies such as UNHCR, which has
been cutting back its South African budget
allocations over the last few years as other
refugee crises develop and assume greater
urgency in the eyes of the funders.
There are also smaller organisations like Talk
English, set up to address language needs. Talk
English was founded in 2005 in Durban to help
refugees learn to speak functional and survival
English, seen as vital if they were to find
employment. Free English lessons are provided
on Saturday mornings at the Lutheran Church
in Umbilo, by volunteer teachers. Classes cater
for adult students from Beginner through to
Advanced levels. Over the years the number of
local students has grown exponentially, so that
currently 75% are now South Africans wanting
to improve their English skills. The demand for
free English lessons is much greater than the
capacity of Talk English to meet it, so many
applicants are turned away each year.

PROJECT RESEARCH
FINDINGS

In the urban context of the above, social
tensions and civil society responses, the
research component of this project addressed
the issue of migration through the lens of the
experiences of women arriving in the city.
There were compelling reasons why this was
a necessary frame for the data. There is a
worrying tendency for migration policies and
research to work at a technocratic level of
border and homeland monitoring and control,
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but “these relatively ineffective measures
indicate a pervasive lack of understanding
of the perspectives, and hence motivations,
of migrants themselves” (Klotz, 2000:838).
This lack of perspective is compounded when
viewed through a gendered lens. Analyses
of both masculine and feminine roles and
performance is also important to tackle in
relation to the violent attacks on ‘foreigners’
in South Africa. In the large majority of these
attacks the violence has been perpetrated by
younger South African men. In the “patchwork
quilt of patriarchies” (Bozzoli, 1983) that
makes up South African society, violence
is a recurring pattern intimately linked to
masculine identities. Migration is often framed
as a masculine experience in South Africa
(Phillips and James, 2014), compounded by
the “socialised masculinization” of mining
work (Crush and Dodson, 2007). The migrant
labour system, which continues to draw people
from within and outside of South Africa, was
shaped around attracting and exploiting the
labour of men. Of course there was a largely
undocumented and informal movement of
women entering the country to work; “in
‘white’ agriculture and domestic service,
as well as serving as beer brewers, cooks,
laundrywomen and sex workers for the mine
labour force” (ibid). Yet the labour of women
in these sectors, often deemed domestic
and informal and therefore undervalued as
‘productive work’, has been of little interest
to scholars of migration until more recently
(Phillips and James, 2014).
After the fall of apartheid, documented
migration in South Africa remained
predominantly male (Crush and Dodson,
2007). Partly this can be explained through
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what Crush and Dobson call “a classic case of
state masculinism” where immigration policies
are skewed in favour of male immigration and
create additional hurdles to entry for women
(2007). The Immigration Act of 2002, in which
the “two dominant models of migrant implied
are those of the unaccompanied male migrant
worker, as in the mining industry, and the
skilled (male) breadwinner with unemployed
(female) spouse” is one such example (ibid).
In many ways, this bias serves to keep migrant
women’s voices and experiences ‘hidden’
from responses to migration by government,
and also at times, by civil society. The South
African state did, however, include, through a
2008 amendment to the Refugee Act No. 130
of 1998, the category of gender as a social
group recognized as requiring refuge. Despite
this, Middleton (2010) shows how cases for
refugee status that draw on gendered violence
are very rarely successful. Her study clearly
indicates how discourses used by Home Affairs
officials on what constitutes acceptable levels
of violence against women’s bodies continue
to draw on sexist dichotomies of private and
public. For many South African officials dealing
with refugee applications, instances of gross
gendered violence against women are only
considered cases for asylum when they occur
in the context of national political violence and
war (ibid).
More recently there has been an increase
in South African research that analyses the
everyday lives of migrant women (see for
example Makandwa and Vearey, 2017; Phillip
and James, 2014; Kihato, 2007 and Dodson,
2001). Rather than studies on women migrants
composing its own field of enquiry, it is
critical that this analysis profoundly expands
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understandings of, and official responses to,
the complexities of migration in today’s world.
Indeed, it is only through doing this that we
may more fully make sense of the impact of
immigration policy and implementation on
the formal and informal ‘world of work’, family
life, sexual relations, childhood experiences
and issues of identity and belonging in the
city. Including the experiences of migrant
women also highlights the shared experiences
of arrival that this grouping has with migrant
South African women coming into urban
spaces. As Phillips and James indicate,
both South African and ‘foreign’ migrant
women “counter their vulnerable position
by constructing personal relationships with
officials, their encounters with and attempts
to negotiate the faceless bureaucracy of an
inhumane system” (2014:424). Indeed, when
taking into account the experiences of
women arriving in the city trying to access
housing, employment, education, health and
childcare, the focus shifts to one of “common
situation rather than common nationality”
(Kirshner, 2015:125).
The shared experiences of women’s stories
resonate strongly with the policy call to
find innovative city strategies that build
on commonalities and lessen competition
between newcomers and existing city
residents. The experiences of everyday
discrimination and exclusion are very present
in the stories of migrant and refugee women
in the city. This is particularly the case in the
expected places, such as interactions within
hospitals, clinics and Home Affairs offices. As
Sarah, a woman from the DRC tells us,
“if the country is not yours, treatment is not
good at all. Nurses ask you questions which
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Methodology and
Data Sources
The project employed a qualitative, multiple method
approach. Together with a literature review the various data
provided a rich source of information that has fed into this
strategy report. The data set includes:
• 8 Interviews with city officials and civil society actors
• Fieldnotes and observation insights from 10 public 		
dialogue sessions
• 30 oral history interviews with migrant women 			
who come from a range of African countries, including 		
Zimbabwe, Uganda, Somalia, South Africa, the DRC
and Nigeria.
The oral history data formed the bulk of the dataset. These
oral histories were collected by researchers and migrant
women fieldworkers who underwent training in oral history
methodology. Participants told their stories in their mother
tounge and where necessary transcripts were translated
into English from isiZulu, French, Swahili, Lingala and
Thiluba. This data set consisted of:
• 10 oral histories from women requesting asylum
seekers permits
• 10 oral histories from women who have obtained entry 		
via other forms of visas
• 10 stories from South African women who have come 		
from surrounding rural areas to live one of
Durban’s “hostels”
The full transcripts of the oral histories have been made
anonymous and are available on: http://durbanmigration.
org.za/oral-histories/

Many women who come from outside the
country experience forms of discrimination
in South African hospitals, both in relation
to their own health requirements, as well
as experiences of childbirth.
you don’t hear properly and you answer
something else. Then they ask you “what did
you come to do here … kwerekwere?” (Sarah
oral history 02/2017).
Sarah is not alone in this experience, many
women who come from outside the country
experience forms of discrimination in South
African hospitals, both in relation to their own
health requirements, as well as experiences
of childbirth (Civil Society Organisation
Interview, 19/04/2018; Florence oral history,
02/2017; Makandwa and Vearey, 2017). It is
worth noting that women in our study felt
discrimination in both their formal interactions
with the state, and in everyday interactions
with South Africans. For example, Kudzy from
Zimbabwe explains that “I just experienced
discrimination in offices and hospitals where
people would actually see my ID and would
say, ‘you’re a foreigner’”. In her view, places
where ID documents are required made her
nationality visible since, “I am a light-coloured
Zimbabwean, my skin is so light that, funnily
enough, they would never ask me for my ID,
they would just assume I am South African”
(Kudzy oral history 02/2017). Her experiences
point to the use of crude visual markers of
stereotypical phenotypes in similar ways to the
mechanisms of racial classification during and
after apartheid.
Other women in the study identified language
as the primary marker of difference in their
experiences. Being read as Black African and
not being able to speak isiZulu in Durban is
often the initial point of ‘othering’ for many of
these woman, both in hospitals but also on the
street. Suzy, from the DRC, talks about the fear
of attack on minibus taxis if someone starts
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talking to you in isiZulu and you cannot reply
(Suzy interview 02/2017). Likewise, Sena from
Zambia explains how she never answers her
cellphone on public transport because, “if you
speak in a foreign language, these Zulu boys
start beating you, so we suffered a lot during
xenophobia” (Sena oral history 02/2017).
Civil society actors interviewed in this project
had also heard women’s stories of gendered
violence and rape linked to being identified
as ‘foreign’ through not speaking isiZulu (Civil
Society Organisation Interview, 19/04/2018).
The South African women in the study also
experienced forms of discrimination, both
under apartheid, and in the present. These
include economic exclusion, being seen as
unschooled, racism and sexism. Another
disturbing commonality is how many women
have direct experiences of gendered violence
in this study, both from their home countries
but also within South Africa. In addition, the
participants in this study, regardless of where
they came from before arriving in Durban,
all share financial difficulties. Challenges of
finding employment and moving between
informal and low paid jobs means most
of these women have precarious financial
livelihoods. This is compounded by carrying
the financial burden of looking after children.
In this study, instances in which fathers of
children appeared to carry the financial
responsibility for their children’s food,
clothing, healthcare and education are by far
the exception. Carrying the financial costs of
childcare is one of the main reasons that the
South African migrant women in this study
come to the city of Durban. Sizeni’s reason for
leaving home is a common theme for the older
generation of women living in Thokoza hostel.
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In this study, instances in which fathers of
children appeared to carry the financial
responsibility for their children’s food,
clothing, healthcare and education are by
far the exception.
She explains;
“What brought me here to the city is that I
had a child. I had him when I was 21 years old
and his father rejected me. So that meant I
had to come here to work for my child. At
that time there was no child grant. So, I had
to come here to work [to feed and clothe
him] because his father rejected me…He had
another wife that he got married to” (Senzani
oral history 12/2016).
All the women in this study navigated these
economic and childcare challenges through
leveraging forms of support through their
social networks. For the South African women,
these networks are made up of both kin
and friends who live in the hostel, as well as
kin and friendship networks linked to their
rural homesteads outside of the city. For
women coming from outside the country
social networks consist mostly of other
migrant families, who either work or worship
in the same spaces, with some tenuous links
accessing financial resources from networks
in their home countries. In addition, the FBOs
and NGOs who assist in providing services and
goods to migrant and refugee women serve as
critical spaces for creating new social networks
in the city, and as a safety net for children.
It is less clear whether simply attending
churches builds cohesion or networks with
South Africans more broadly. While there is
some evidence from the oral histories that new
friends have been made through attending
church, there are also social divisions based
on nationality between and within churches.
For example, Raymond Perrier from the Denis
Hurley Centre explains how having one mass
in isiZulu and the other in English effectively
means that many foreign nationals do not
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share the same church spaces or times with
the mainly isiZulu speaking congregation
(Raymond Perrier interview, 22/09/2017).
Another divergence in relation to children
within the participant group is that many of
the South African women, whilst financially
responsible for their own (and often relatives’)
children, are not always the primary caregivers
of these children. Frequently younger children
remain in the homestead to be looked after
by other family members, and the mother
sends money home to support the children
and caregivers. This, however, is not always
the case for newer arrivals in Thokoza hostel.
They more recently fought a court case
against the state to allow young children to
live with their mothers at the hostel (see for
example Phumzile’s oral history 12/2016 as an
example of this). Government child support
grants greatly assist South African mothers to
support their children.
There was little evidence in this study of
women who come from other African countries
successfully accessing government grants.
Women who only have asylum seeker permits
and are still waiting for refugee status are not
able to access the child support grant from the
state. There are participants in this study who
have been on asylum seeker permits for 10
years already, leaving them and their children
in precarious social economic positions (Manu
oral history 02/2017). They are however, in the
main, the primary caregivers to their children.
Migrant women who are not able to rely on
social networks, and have no existing financial
resources, are placed in desperate situations
when it comes to looking after children. For
example, Olive from the DRC, who works as
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Migrant women who are not able to rely
on social networks, and have no existing
financial resources, are placed in desperate
situations when it comes
to looking after children.
a car guard in the city, explains that currently
she and her husband do not have the money
to send their young children to school, so their
children are locked in their apartment while
their parents go to work. This, she explains,
is because in this country you cannot leave a
child on streets as you don’t know what will
happen to him. You must lock your door and
put children in the room. When I come back
from work then they can go out and play. If I
am not there, they are inside. This is how we
live here” (Olive oral history 02/17).
Migrant and refugee mothers from outside
of South Africa have many anxieties around
discrimination against their children within
the state schooling and healthcare system.
Concerns around safety in schools loom large
for many migrant mothers - these generally
are around forms of xenophobia and language
barriers. For example, Mali from the DRC tells
us that at her child’s school “If a child is R1
short they beat him up and tell him that this
is not your country and tell him, next time
they will kill him, ‘bazomubulala’ (we will kill
you)” (Mali oral history 02/2017). Experiences
of children being called ’kwerekwere’ and
teased are frequent in these oral histories.
More disturbing is that in some cases mothers
report how their children have been physically
attacked at schools, such as Suzy’s case where
her child was beaten up and stabbed with
scissors whilst being called ’kwerekwere’ (Suzy
oral history 02/2017).
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SUGGESTIONS AND
CONCLUSION

Undeniably national policies provide a
necessary supportive and influential framework
in which city governance operates. Bearing this
in mind, we recognise that the suggestions for
city-led agency outlined below would be most
effective if there was an integrated approach
within spheres of government, where there
is at least some common ground developed
around migration and urban development.
Arguably, however, the suggestions in this
section could be initiated without first
requiring a directive from national policy
frameworks. Initiating some of the suggestions
outlined below could well serve as a platform
to build integrated urban policy frameworks
between national, regional, local and municipal
spheres of government.
The findings from these oral histories,
supported by interviews from city officials
and civil society leaders, point to some
suggestions for action that could be taken by
the city of Durban towards a more inclusive
lived experience for its denizens. An analysis
of this data suggests learnings for the city
that can be grouped into two predominate
strategy themes; attitudinal paradigmatic
shifts, and pragmatic responses. We advocate
that these themes require urgent attention
by the eThekwini municipality if the city takes
seriously its own promise to be “Africa’s most
caring and livable city” by 2030.
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As cities globally appear to be taking
more agency in proactive planning for
migration it is interesting that this has
not happened in Durban. Why might
this be the case?
TWO ATTITUDINAL SHIFTS
SHIFT 1 - MIGRATION
BROADLY SHOULD BE A
CITY MANDATE

The first attitudinal shift that requires work
is to change the current perception that
migration is not a city mandate. As argued
earlier, the city only appears to respond when
there is a crisis situation around migrancy.
Even then, it is led by provincial structures in
its responses. Whilst an integrated approach
with provincial and national state structures
is desirable in times of crisis or disaster
management, it is a concern that the city itself
appears to make little long-term strategic
planning around migration and inclusivity of
the sort that would work more consistently
to address social tensions, infrastructure
requirements, and issues of sustainability
resulting from migrant inflows. This is counter
to what is happening in the rest of the world,
where cities are key players in creating
strategic programmes and policies to address
migration. It is also at odds with international
policy frameworks, and coordinating bodies,
that increasingly see city level responses
as developing innovative, inclusive and
contextually relevant approaches to migration
in urban areas. Globally cities are “increasingly
recognised as transformative development
actors”, particularly in implementing global
agendas such as the 2030 Agenda for
Sustainable Development, the Paris Agreement
on Climate Change and the New Urban
Agenda (Dellas et al, 2018:iii). In relation to
migration some cities have used their more
progressive approaches to migration to
rebrand their identity, such as the cases of
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Sanctuary Cities in the US and the UK (Maytree
Foundation, 2012), or the network of “Cities
of Refugees” in Europe (United Cities and
Local Governments, 2017). At the Global
Conference on Cities and Migration in 2017,
a collection of city mayors and regional and
local government officials representing over
50 cities signed the Mechelen Declaration.
The Mechelen Declaration commits to
inclusive cities and urban development
which recognises the right to a life of dignity
for all migrants.
Currently, based on the data collected in this
study, we find no evidence that the eThekwini
Municipality (or any of its parts) sees migration
as a city mandate. Neither women migrants,
nor civil society organisations, make mention
of any form of city-led initiatives in this regard.
City officials themselves admit that it is
currently not part of their mandate and that
the city “behaves as if it doesn’t exist”, except
for small interventions, such as including
a French section in the Durban library
(Thembinkhosi Ngcobo Interview, 16/04/2018),
and music concerts that bring in a wide range
of well-known musicians and performers
from other African countries (eg: Zafiko).
As cities globally appear to be taking more
agency in proactive planning for migration it
is interesting that this has not happened in
Durban. Why might this be the case?
There are some obvious reasons that may
assist in explaining this. Firstly, many city
officials in Durban are, as Yasmin Rajah
explains “so overwhelmed with all of the issues
that the city has to face, I don’t know that
they actually even formally sort of understand
who the citizenry is…so they [migrants] are
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There is a gap here for a visionary
leadership approach from cities in the
South to create city-led strategies that
facilitate inclusivity and leverage social and
economic gains associated with migration.
not on the radar” (Yasmin Rajah Interview,
04/09/2017). Given the high demand for
infrastructure and service delivery in an
ever-growing city with poorly-implemented
resources, city officials’ and local politicians’
reluctance to “take-on” extra responsibility
and accountability is to some extent
understandable. As in the report outlined
earlier by Landau et al (2016), when officials
feel they are already insufficiently servicing
the existing city population, this can render
problematic any attempts to take on singlefocus advocacy around migrants and refugees.
Secondly, and in addition to this, the lack of
an overall city framework for migration keeps
the large majority of the state’s institutional
interactions with migrants and refugees at a
provincial and national departmental level.
For example, in the oral histories from this
project, both internal migrants and women
from other African countries talk about their
interactions with the state through institutions
such as hospitals, schools, refugee centres,
Home Affairs and Human Settlements.
Given this, municipal officials may literally
feel like migration is not their mandate
nor their responsibility. Yet, despite this
dismissal of responsibility, it is at a city level
that the social and economic pressures and
opportunities from an influx of new arrivals
play themselves out.

understanding and strategic planning around
migration to include both migrants from other
countries, as well as internal migration (often
called rural-urban migration). There are many
shared experiences of arriving and making this
place something called home, including issues
of discrimination. For example, migrants from
the Eastern Cape in Durban often experience
forms of discrimination due to speaking
isiXhosa, as well as exclusion and tension
around competition for jobs and resources
(Thembinkhosi Ngcobo Interview, 16/04/2018).
The city places itself at substantive risk
without such a visionary push for a migration
mandate. Simply following national (and
provincial) top-down initiatives robs migrationrelated policy and programmatic initiatives
of all local and contextual understanding.
The city is disabled from any chance of
leveraging potential wins from the influx of
new migrants. It also exacerbates the existing
implementation gap where local level officials
and politicians are not fully aware of national
policy instruments, and implementation of
national frameworks and international treaties
in the city is haphazard at best. Indeed, at
a city level, many officials are not aware of
the different types of documents people
hold, nor the rights that they are entitled
to (Paddy Kearney Interview, 04/09/2017;
Hupenyu Makhusha Interview, 21/11/2017).

There is a gap here for a visionary leadership
approach from cities in the South to create
city-led strategies that facilitate inclusivity and
leverage social and economic gains associated
with migration. This requires a leadership push
that attempts to shift attitudes and discourses
that dismiss migration as a city-level issue.
It is important that the city expands its

Our research findings from this study lead us
to strongly advocate the following: that to
build an inclusive city-led framework around
migration and inclusion, the existing mandate
to support vulnerable groups be made a point
of entry for policy and action. Currently the
city defines vulnerable groups as including
women, youth and the disabled. The oral
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We would strongly advocate that in order to
build an inclusive city-led framework around
migration and inclusion that the city uses
as a point of entry their existing mandate to
support vulnerable groups in the city.
histories data in this study clearly illustrate
the vulnerability of migrant women in the city,
both South African and from other African
countries. More pressing are the negative and
harmful possibilities for children and youth
of migrant mothers if the city continues its
hands-off approach to migration. In this sense
migration and inclusion fits well within the
City’s own “future focus sectoral programmes”
in the 2017/2018 financial year, that earmarks
the following two objectives:
“• To achieve fully functional one Vulnerable
Group structure per Ward;
• Promotion and protection of Vulnerable 		
Groups rights.”
(eThekwini Municipality, 2017:52).

conceptualize an inclusive and just urban
environment. That migrants and refugees are,
in the social imagination of local politicians,
exogenous to city life, and an issue for
provincial and national structures, feeds a
discourse of “foreignness” as undesirable and
in need of removal. More problematically, this
also enables migrants and refugees to be used
as scapegoats for the city’s ills of degradation,
unemployment and crime. Ward councillors in
the city have already used this scapegoating
as leverage for political gain (Hupenyu
Makusha Interview, 21/11/2017). A city mandate
that takes seriously the complexities of the
inclusion of a diverse urban population is
required as a matter of urgency in this regard.

The city itself recognizes that it has not in
the 2016/2017 reporting year met its own
targets for establishing Vulnerable Groups
structures, hence its elevation to a focus area
in the 2018/2019 reporting year (eThekwini
Municipality, 2017). Using the lens of gender
and migration may assist in creating a
renewed dynamic effort led by the city for
this critical focus area. In this way, the city
is not required to develop new reporting
structures or mandates, but instead needs
to take more seriously its commitment to
its existing mandate, and actively include all
migrant women and children within it. For
example, how could the city create information
and support structures for women arriving in
the city, particularly in accessing healthcare,
childcare and education, and housing?

Cities, whilst being key strategic geographies
within a nation state, do not require the
same insistence on national identities as
forms of belonging. Indeed, cities across the
world see themselves as cosmopolitan hubs
that offer an exciting mix of social, cultural
and economic practices. For example, the
Mechelen Declaration (2017) speaks of
inhabitants rather than citizens when talking
about a life of dignity for all. In this way, cities
are human spaces in which ethnic, racial and
cultural essentialisms are antithetical to the
pursuit of social and spatial justice. Indeed,
cities that attempt to build themselves
through privileging a specific social identity
above others, have only a future of exclusion,
discrimination and economic decline to look
forward to. We have no better examples to
look at then our own apartheid past to see
the horrors of where this type of city vision
takes us.

If migration is not included as part of the
city’s mandate, the social fabric of the city
is at risk. Our social fabric remains reliant on
how local politicians and city administrators
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With the continuous threat of violence within
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If the city takes seriously designing inclusive
planning that takes into account vulnerable
groupings, including migrants and refugees,
then it needs to think through how to challenge
xenophobic and other forms of discrimination
within its own corridors.
the city of Durban against people perceived
as ‘foreign’, and rising retaliation for this
(Thembinkhosi Ngcobo Interview, 16/04/2018),
there is no better time than the present to
start a more critical and creative participatory
dialogue on what sort of policy frameworks
would ensure a better urban existence for
all people who live here. A critical starting
point to building an inclusive and just city for
all urban residents is to engage in processes
that build forms of solidarity rather than
segregation. We have to understand how
existing or non-existing policies, interactions
with state institutions, and everyday
experiences, weave together to shape the lives
of migrants who arrive here, whether from
within or outside South Africa.

SHIFT 2: CONFRONT
DISCRIMINATION WITHIN
THE CITY STRUCTURES

Arguably, even if the city applies itself to
creating a proactive and inclusive city-level
policy framework around migration, underlying
stereotypes held by city officials and local
politicians would need to be addressed
simultaneously. State officials themselves
are not immune from holding discriminatory
ideas on people they view as “foreign” (Paddy
Kearney interview, 04/09/2017). It is telling
that the 100 Resilient Cities report, cited earlier,
argues strongly that proactive approaches
to migration are done through “building
compelling narratives that emphasize common
goals and opportunities, and through programs
that foster regular interactions between new
and existing populations, creating greater
bonds and dispelling false stereotypes” (2017,
67). If the city takes seriously designing
inclusive planning that takes into account
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vulnerable groupings, including migrants and
refugees, then it needs to think through how
to challenge xenophobic and other forms of
discrimination within its own corridors. Shifting
discriminatory attitudes requires sensitive,
localised long-term strategies rather than
large-scale media campaigns or once-off
workshops and seminars. Learnings from this
project offer important insights into how to
begin this challenge.
This research purposefully blurred the lines of
who is a migrant in the city by including stories
of South African migrant women in the oral
history collection. This was followed through in
the public education component of the project
that wove the oral history transcripts into a
theatre performance called The Last Country.
In the play the South African character
MaTwala, played by Mpume Mthombeni, acts
as a bridge for many audience members to
begin to conceptualise a shared story. A young
women after the performances in KwaMashu
stated that “in the old Zulu woman selling on
the streets, I could see my grandmother; but
in the young Somali woman separated from
her child, I could see myself” (Dennis Hurley
Centre, 2018). Likewise a young man after the
second performance in 2017 told the audience
that, “The show needs to go to people like
me, I am a young Zulu black man…so ja…but
with this set up, with this story, I know this
story [talking about the South African Ma
Thwala’s character], that is where I come from.
So, seeing how this links to that, and that, and
that [talking about the other three characters
from Somalia, the DRC and Zimbabwe], it just
did something to me, it hit home! Right now,
I literally feel like walking out onto the street
and at least smiling at someone in that attire
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Storytelling is a powerful way to
make real the endeavour of collective
humanity, as opposed to simply telling
someone to be compliant to a checklist
of human rights indicators.
[pointing to the actress playing Amina in her
Somalian dress], because before when I saw
someone like that it is like they don’t even
exist, so ja, well done guys”
(23/11/17 Audio File Performance 2).
Storytelling is a profoundly African tradition
for making sense of our world, a form that
highlights different experiences as well as
commonalities. The response of Rayven
Moodley, the regional co-ordinator for Land
Use Management in the city, to what it was like
being part of The Last Country performance,
best illustrates how storytelling based on
empirical research shifts perceptions;
“For me it was hard-hitting it was a real
wakeup call for me, something which I had
not had before. And I guess when you see it in
two-dimension, when you read a text book or
a case study, you kind of get cynical and you
almost get comfortable where you think that
the researcher had a bias. Or you never fully
see what the researcher was seeing through
their rose-coloured glasses, and you kind of
park it, and don’t ascribe much importance
to it. But when you see it in front of you, and
you see that the research is talking to you, and
you see that it is pounding at your door, it is a
whole new concept of learning and it’s a whole
new concept of awakening. It was a brilliant
thing!” (Interview 19/03/2018).
Creative activities, such as The Last Country
theatre performances developed in this
project, are far more successful catalysts for
creating spaces of empathetic listening, as
opposed to more formal presentations like
seminars and research reports. Storytelling is
a powerful way to make real the endeavour
of collective humanity, as opposed to simply
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telling someone to be compliant to a checklist
of human rights indicators. Learning from
this experience, the city could drive change
by finding creative storytelling strategies
that enable greater understanding around
migration and inclusion.

PRAGMATIC RESPONSES:
A KNOWLEDGE EXERCISE

Whilst this project actively sets out to
challenge problematic stereotypes around
migrants within the city of Durban, it takes
seriously the requirement to think through
the possible unplanned consequences of city
strategies for addressing issues of migration.
Strategies and methodologies for change need
to be developed through informed empirical
research that recognizes, and is responsive to,
existing practices and livelihoods of migrants
themselves. Better understanding how “extralegal” networks mobilise, and self-regulate, to
provide resources and services within migrant
communities (including rural-urban migrants)
in Durban is critical to developing practical
city-led responses to migration and gender.
These livelihood strategies provide innovative
responses to the needs of migrants, and offer
points of entry and learnings for city officials.
We strongly advocate for the creation of a
research team that can carry out a scoping
review of existing work in the area of migration
in Durban, and identify data gaps necessary
for better spatial and social understandings of
the benefits and costs created by inflows of
people. Included in this knowledge generation
exercise would be a global scoping review
of existing city strategies to inclusion and
migration. Not only would this provide a solid
foundation through which to integrate issues
of migration within municipal, regional and
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We would strongly recommend that the
municipality engage in a substantive listening
engagement with various civil society and faithbased organisations who have a lot of experience
in rolling out projects, successful and otherwise,
targeted at migrants and refugees in the city.
global policy frameworks and imperatives, it
would also address the current deficient of
adequate data on local implementation and
accountability of the Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs) and the New Urban Agenda
(Dellas et al, 2018). Developing such a
knowledge exercise through partnerships, as
outlined in the final suggestion in this section,
would be a powerful step towards creating
an overall strategy on inclusivity in the city.
We should be clear that this research study
does not yet have enough large-scale data
to make bold claims for designing such a
strategy. Rather we can strongly advocate
for parallel exercises and activities that
would be necessary if such a strategy is to be
collaboratively developed.

LISTENING AND
TRANSLATION EXERCISES

A very useful exercise would be for the city
to lead a listening and translation exercise for
its own employees (particularly at a high and
middle-management level) on women’s and
migrants’ everyday experiences in the city. The
question of identifying what it is the city needs
to understand better is as important as who
they should ask if they wish to explore these
answers. There is a fairly experienced collective
of academics and civil society actors who
could be useful to talk with. We would strongly
recommend that the municipality engage
in a substantive listening engagement with
various civil society and FBOs who have a lot of
experience in rolling out projects, successful and
otherwise, targeted at migrants and refugees in
the city.
However, it is also imperative that this listening
exercise includes migrant women themselves.
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This can either be done through a conduit that
tells real women’s stories, as was the case with
The Last Country, or through directly creating
time and spaces to listen to women themselves,
and not through representatives from civil
society. The city would also have to think about
how the knowledge gained in these listening
spaces can be translated into action for different
department mandates. In other words, it is
not enough just to listen to vulnerable groups.
City officials require support and assistance
in making sense of what these stories mean
for their specific objectives and departmental
outcomes. Translation spaces where colleagues
and managers can deliberate on what they
have heard and integrate it into their specific
fields of delivery are important. This would
assist in thinking through how the city monitors
and manages the actions of its officials in
relation to how they treat others. As Jo Douwes
explains, “for many city officials who are so busy
working on their core deliverables you require
a mechanism, to be able to take whatever
you are seeing and translate that, whether it
is into a service delivery context, whether into
a human settlements context, whether in a
planning context, and to be able to have those
conversations around actually this is what we
are seeing and this is how it translates into the
local day to day business, service delivery that
you as a municipality are doing” (Jo Douwes
Interview, 2018).
In addition, this type of Listening and Translation
exercise would require a fairly high level of
strategic input and capacity from within the city
itself. Planning for impactful change requires a deep
understanding of municipal structures, hierarchy
and internal knowledge transfer to make sure the
right people are in the room at the right time.
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Planning for impactful change requires
a deep understanding of municipal
structures, hierarchy and internal
knowledge transfer to make sure the right
people are in the room at the right time.
DEVELOPING
PARTNERSHIPS

Partnerships between municipal and local
government structures, and civil society
and universities, are critical to implement
local and global urban agendas (Dellas et al,
2018:vi). Whilst one or two local government
officials and ward councillors, attend dialogue
workshops set up by various civil society and
FBO organisations and may have an interest
in the issue of migration, there is little current
evidence of programmatic partnerships or
collaborations around migration and inclusion
in Durban. Even when civil society does
make suggestions to government, there is no
guarantee that they will take these on board.
For example, when the Premier initiated
the Special Reference Group on Migration
and Community Integration in KwaZuluNatal to produce findings and suggestions
for actions, there is no evidence that any
of the suggestions made by the special
reference group have been implemented
(Paddy Kearney interview, 04/09/2017).
Civil society actors also comment on the
disjuncture between policy and rhetoric
around participation and inclusion, and a lack
of implementation and action on the ground
by the city (Hupenyu Makusha Interview
21/11/2017, Civil Society Organisation Interview,
19/04/2018).
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One useful way to initiate partnerships is
for the city itself to host a central archive or
online resource portal that links to relevant
civil society projects and current research
on migration. In this way, the city provides
a loose co-ordinating role in providing a
space for discussions about research focus
areas and standardization of data capture.
Enabling a wider data sharing in the city is
useful for enabling possible collaborations
between municipalities, civil society and
universities. The city may also be able to drive
a partnership space in relation to migration
through initiating scoping reviews of existing
research and inclusion strategies, and their
relevance for the local context that could
be widely shared with interested parties. At
present, there is a fair amount of duplication
across government departments and civil
society in regards to hosting dialogue sessions
on migration and xenophobia. Whilst we are
not suggesting that dialogue sessions are
reduced, a more systematic and collaborative
arrangement would be more strategic and
effective. Dialogue fatigue is a real risk if
people feel like talking leads to no change
or action. It makes sense for the city to drive
a partnerships space where research and
knowledge is shared about how best to reach
the goal that “by 2030, eThekwini will be
Africa’s most caring and liveable city” (http://
www.durban.gov.za).

TRACE YOUR FINGER DOWN A MAP AND YOU WILL SEE HOW FAR I HAVE COME
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